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ABSTRACT
Applications of Sensors for In-Home Elder Support
by
Kofi Baffour Asare Cobbinah
Dr. Georg Mauer, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The number of retirees in the US is continuously increasing in proportion to the total
population as the baby-boomers in the United States age. As these retirees age they are in
need on continuous medical treatment and care which impacts the percent of the national
budget placed on healthcare. As healthcare issues with the retirees they are often moved
by their family members to assisted living facilities or to nursing homes. This movement
is costly to both the family members and to the government agencies paying for or
subsidizing their care. The proposal brought forth in this thesis is to design a sensor based
system that should reduce the need for personnel and enhance elder’s quality of life by
affording them more independence allowing them to live at home longer. The research
leading to this thesis is being performed in a joint research project with Intel Corporation
and the Jewish Federation of Las Vegas seeking to develop technology to provide better
living conditions for elders.
The purpose of this thesis is the evaluation of different sensor types with regard to
benefits, specificity of sensor signal to the function being monitored, drawbacks,
reliability, acceptance levels by elders, privacy concerns. The design concepts for sensor
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assembly’s configurations under the special set of criteria that must be applied in the
homes of elders, information of reliability studies: signal threshold levels, resolution of
potential conflicts or false positives. Finally an inference engine R&D: Drawing
inferences and conclusions from signals and temporal sequences, correlation with other
signals, signal validation and plausibility analysis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

I .I

Purpose of the Study
The worldwide population over the age of 65 is expected to double from 357 million

in 1990 to 761 million by 2025 [I]. Older adults already constitute one-fifth of the total
population in Western Europe and Japan. Longevity has given rise to expensive agerelated disabilities and diseases.
The purpose of this thesis is to use technology to be able provide personal wellness
systems in helping seniors to stay independent as possible.
The main areas of focus are:
■ To improve social connectedness of the elders by a system of sensor feedback
network
■ An awareness of the elder’s daily activities by caregiver to promote a feeling of
well being.

1.2

Elderly Monitoring
Technology improvement in sensor, telecommunications and computers can now

allow healthcare delivery into the homes, and help the elderly populations to age
successfully in place. New technologies can be utilized to create smart living
environments that respond to user input/or user -actuated activities to routine daily tasks.

I
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The development of healthcare monitoring system falls into two categories according
to Porteus and Brownwell [6]:
■ Systems include technologies such as community, alarms, which the user must
actively press to initiate assistance. The system has one main limitation: that the user
may be unable or unwilling to initiate assistance.
■ The application of “local intelligence” such as the use of sensors to proactively
detect or alert situations.
The second category is the preferred paradigm for monitoring the elderly to help them
stay independently at home after retirement. Among technologies in the second category
is the capability to collect data of the elder’s home to build a profile of their daily
activities, for example, when the elder goes to bed, opens the refrigerator, or to detect any
unusual fluctuations in the house temperature. A wide deviation from the elder’s long
term behavioral profile will alert the caregiver to enquire about the elder’s welfare and to
take necessary steps to solve the problem if there is any.

1.3

W earable Technology for the elderly:
Advances in miniature devices as well as mobile and ubiquitous computing have

generated a growth in wearable technology. Wearable devices help in the monitoring of
elders over extensive periods of times without interferences.
Wearable devices that are integrated in the home of elderly should have the following
properties:
■ Reliability and Durability
The environments in which these sensors are placed and operate are uncontrolled,
and the users usually unaware of technical limits of the devices. Therefore the
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sensors should be reliable, and robust against external disturbances (electrical,
physical, mechanical etc).
■ Unobtrusiveness
The sensors should be integrated into the everyday life of the elders. Therefore the
sensors should be made to fit into the elder’s preference or disappear. The size of
the sensors were made to very small, and the color of the sensors where chosen to
usually be camouflage of the background wall.
■ User friendly / Identification
The sensors should be very user friendly. For instance, the badge was designed fr
a total weight of less than 6oz, and a size of 8cm by 4cm. The badge was designed
for the identification of a specific user, thereby associating measurements with the
right user.
■ Communication
The sensor network should be able to communicate effectively with all sensors.
The sensing and measurement devices should be capable of transferring their
results to some central data storage.
■ Zero Maintenance
As more and more sensors are embedded in the environment the ease of
maintenance becomes essential. An important issue in health monitoring is self
calibration i.e. preventing sensor performance from deteriorating with time.
Battery life should not be a limitation for the sensor application to perform well.
Lastly the sensor network system should be automated for easy repair.
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1.4

Research Questions

The research main focus is to design an affordable, sensor network system that would
help elderly to live independently at home after retirement. The main objectives of the
research are the following:
•

Monitoring - how ’s elder is doing in the home

•

Trending - progress of disease, daily variations

•

Reminding - appointments, events, plans

•

Prompting - to achieve immediate goals

•

Engaging - reconnecting to the world

•

Assessing/Adapting - to live life ‘normally’

•

Interpreting - slowing down the complexity of life

•

Connecting - increasing social contact

•

Reassuring - reducing stress

The project objective was to measure and design a sensor network system that can
measure the characteristics described above. A sensor network system that can be
incorporated into the daily lives of an elder should be able to measure the following daily
activities:
■ Interaction: monitor and measure daily social interactions of the elder through
face to face, land phone, cell phone, PC etc. The results from interaction can be used
to measure social index of the elder.
■ Daily ritual detection: The ability of the sensor system to detect the elder’s daily
patterns, e.g. waking up, having coffee, bathe, morning walk, breakfast, read
newspaper etc.
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■ Communication: the sensor network should detect the elder's communication
with immediate family members, friends neighbors etc.
The interpretation of daily activities can be attributed by asking the following questions:
a. Does increased social contact correlate with increased well-being?
i. Quantity: number contacts that translate to good well-being
b. Is decreased social contact a warning sign?
i. Quantity: minimum number contacts that raise red flag
c. Can social health be measured? How can it be affected?
i. Low activity level
ii. Behavioral changes
d. How can Social Health be translated into Social Contact?
i. Decrease social contact
e. How is contact measured?
i. Quantity: number of minutes of contact with other people.
ii. Breadth: number of distinct people contacted per day
The sensors selected should also be able to determine following from elder’s home:
■ Who is in the house?
■ How many are in the same room?
■ Who is on the phone?
■ Who is the email recipient/sender?

1.5

Significance of the Study
All previous studies on monitoring elders have been done in controlled environments

(MIT, University of Virginia (MARC), and University of Rochester). The behavior
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patterns of an elder or human being in general change whenever the elders are moved
from their regular environment. The experiment should give accurate indication on sensor
network reliability, efficiency and disadvantages of uncontrolled environments. The
experiment was conducted in homes of 4 elderly adults in Las Vegas with their consent.
The trials conducted in uncontrolled environments gave the opportunity to measure,
predict, collect data that are unique to each particular elder. From the study, a comparison
can be made with other similar projects to verify if the results are comparable to our
study.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF CURRENT METHODOLOGIES FOR INDEPENDENT ELDERLY
MONITORING USING TECHNOLOGY

2 .1

Monitoring Behavior Patterns of the Elderly
The Medical Automation Research Center (MARC) of the University of Virginia

established a smart home to evaluate the ability of various sensors to perform health
checks. The sensors consisted of motion detectors with on/off switches that were placed
in kitchen, bedroom, living room, laundry room and garage.
In MARC research, data was collected for 65days in a 12 week period. The
observation was made for the time spent in a room before moving to the next room. The
main attributes considered in the observation are:
•

Location of sensor

•

The start time

•

The length of time spent in the room

•

The activity level in the room.

Activity level was defined by MARC as the sensor firing in a room per time
(seconds) spent while in the room. A model call mixture model was developed to
evaluate the sensor data to map to event type. An event type was defined as a cluster of
data observations (e.g. long lengths of time spent in the kitchen in the evening) while an

7
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activity is defined as an actual behavior performed by the subject (e.g. preparing
dinner) [6].
In collecting data a ground truth was achieved, whereby the daily activities of subject
with journaling

is correlate with sensor data firing.

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) designed a research station called the Placelab. Placelab was designed
as home where an individual live and sensor will monitor their daily activities, while the
subject uses a PDA to enter any activity he/she performs. The sensors placed in the
Placelab was found to be right all the time, and even if the subject forget to enter a
particular event, the sensors were able to pick the forgotten event.
In assessing the ground truth of subjects behavior patterns are monitored over a
period of time. In MARC research the ground truth was categorize into two groups: work
and off days. With work days there were less firing from the sensors compare to off days.
However even on work days, there could be some occurrence of sensor firing due to
doors slamming outside the home or even sun light coming into the house for the sensor
to trigger.

2.2

Higher Education Related Research

2.2.1

MIT Placelab

Placelab was designed by House_n Consortium and Tiax, EEC as a real world
settings instrumented research lab with a natural environment of a home monitoring daily
activities. Volunteers inhabited the PlaeeLab setting to test and evaluate strategies and

technologies for the home in a natural setting.
Placelab was used to perform the following research:
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■ Effective human computer interaction required for monitoring proactive healthy
behaviors related to diet, exercise, medication adherence etc.
■ Recognize patterns of sleep, eating, socializing, and recreation etc. for the elderly.
The data generated was use to develop activity recognition tools.
■ Biometric monitoring for EKG, pulse oximetry, blood pressure, respiratory
auscultation, weight, blood sugar levels, etc. using wearable monitoring system.
■ Ability to monitor air quality in the room.
Placleab was design to have sensing infrastructure to respond to the occupant’s
location and activities with communication features and control tools. The features in
Placelab included the following:
■ Interior Components: 15 prefabricated cabinetry that can be rapidly configured.
■ Sensor network: Every interior componentcontains

microcontroller and network

of about 25 to 30 sensors.
■ Environmental Sensing: Interior components had an array of environmental
sensors components e.g. CO, CO 2 , temperature, and humidity.
■ State Sensors; Objects (furniture, passage doors, windows, kitchen containers
etc.) in the Placelab that are touch is located by small, wire, and wireless sensors.
Objects are detected on-off, open closed and movement events.
■

Location

of

beacons

for

radio

frequency

identification

approximation detection
■ Audio Sensing and communication
■ Still image and video capture
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and

position

Figure 1
Layout of MIT Placelab
Picture Courtesy: MIT Placelab

2.2.2

University of Rochester (Smart Medieal Home Research Laboratory)

At University of Rochester overall goal was to develop an integrated Personal Health
System, so all technologies are integrated and work seamlessly. The technology allows
consumers, in the privacy of their own homes, to maintain health, detect the onset of
disease, and manage disease. The data collected 24/7 inside the home would augment the
data collected by physicians and hospitals. The data collection modules in the home will
start with the measurement of traditional vital signs (blood pressure, pulse, respiration)
and work to include measurement of "new vital signs", such as gait, behavior patterns,
sleep patterns, general exercise, rehabilitation exercises, and more. This five-room
"house" is outfitted with infrared sensors, computers, biosensors, and video cameras for
use by research teams to work with research subjects as they test concepts and prototype

10
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products. The diagram Figure 2 shows design layout of Smart Medical Research
Laboratory at University of Rochester.

i

I

I

Figure 2
Smart Medical Home Research Laboratory
Picture Courtesy: University of Rochester

The laboratory has cameras that use visual informatics design to help the elders take
their medication. The system is design to use language understanding and medical
knowledge that helps elders to choose the right medication e.g. if elder wants to take a
particular medicine the system will program to say maybe the color of celebrex is blue to
help the elder choose the right medication.

11
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Figure 3

2.2.3

Visual Medical Advisor for the Elder by Smart Medical Home Research
Laboratory (University of Rochester).

MARC Smart house Technologies (University of Virginia)

The in-home monitoring system was developed at MARC (University of Virginia)
consisted of low-cost, non-invasive sensors (strictly no cameras or microphones), and a
data logging and communications module, with an integrated data management system,
linked to the Internet. The activities monitored are stored into a computer database.
Appropriate data activity tools are used to observe the data generated from the subject
being monitored. The observation generally includes:

■ Health and activity levels

■

Index o f daily w ell-being

■ Daily Routines

■ Decline of ability with respect to time.

12
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The above observation was use by MARC as indicators to detect accident, emergency
disease to prompt the caregiver over the internet for the necessary attention. Software
tools were developed to generate reports of health/ activity indicators and the overall well
being of the elder. MARC also had ground truth system developed similarly to what we
use in the trials homes in Las Vegas, where the subjects kept a journal of daily activities
to confirm sensor reports. Feedback reports are sent to monitored subjects, their
designated informal caregiver and their health care provider. Feedback to the individual
can encourage the individual to remain active. The content of the report was tailored to
the target recipient’s needs, and can present the information in a format understandable
by an elderly person unfamiliar with computers, via an appealing user interface. Whereas
feedback to the informal caregiver (family or friend) will provide them with peace of
mind if their loved ones are doing well, and will improve the social content in their
interactions with their elders. Hence, the informal caregiver will have access to the health
and well- being status of their elders without being intrusive, having to call or visit to get
such information interrogatively.
MARC system was able to receive a report on the health of the monitored subjects
that will help them evaluate these individuals better during the short routine check up
visits.

MARC Smart In-Home Monitoring System has the following unique characteristics:
I

•

Implemented in simple low-cost sensor technology, which makes it affordable to

the lowest 30% of income earners.

13
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•

Adaptively retrofits into existing home structures, with minimal impact,

modification and cost.

•

The data-mining component yields unique health status reports that can be made

available to the occupants, their medical advisors and their family members.

•

The system is customizable to the individual’s needs, as well as different cultural

needs.

Figure 4
Layout MARC Smart House
Picture Courtesy University of Virginia

2.2.4

Health related Issues

The sociability of the elder being the main concept behind our research, UNLV team
started looking at other avenues that will also help with other health related issues that are
usually common with today’s elders.

14
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2.2.5

Gait Monitoring

Gait patterns in senior adults if carefully monitored can be used to detect stroke,
Parkinson’s, arthritis and other degenerative diseases that are usually associated with old
age.
The musculoskeletal elements of the human body work together, and behave as
spring mass system during locomotion. The legs act as springs, on which the hip acts as
the center of mass system during locomotion. The limbs create forces that help us in
understanding what type of locomotion is being performed. The concept of human spring
mass system of the human leg is able to alter the gait patterns of human leg due to injury,
diseases, and that causes changes in gait patterns. The change in gait patterns data, are
collected up by sensors like accelerometers and pressure mat pads to determine what kind
of degenerative diseases the subject has.
The ways to monitor gaits are:
Place accelerometers on the human body and using cameras to monitor the subject
movement.
The use of cameras to monitor movement is one of the limitations of our project that
intrudes on the privacy of the subject.
The other alternative is to use pressure pads and lay it underneath the tiles of the
home to monitor gait. The pressure mat can measure the vertical force of the subject that
has capability to monitor the gait movement of the subject. The pressure mats pads can be
implemented by lying underneath the tiles of a home.

15
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Figure 5
Sample Pressure mat for monitoring gait movement.
Picture courtesy Tekscan designers of Pressure mat.

The only drawback to the pressure mat pads is that it is too costly to implement in
every house.
The only other alternative is to design a shoe that is fitted with accelerometers and
wireless sensors to monitor movement.
MIT biomotion Lab design a shoe that is capable of monitoring a human gait pattern.
Shoes integrated gait sensor system (SIGSS) most interesting is the fact that, we can
incorporate the system in the trial homes that we are currently running in Las Vegas.
The SIGSS is built to be able to:

■ Attach removeably to the subject’s own walking shoes
■ Communicate and transmit the data wirelessly
■ Provide validated kinematics data & analysis in real-time.
The SIGSS system can be built and incorporated in our system in our trial homes in
such away that:

■ Monitors the activities of the adults in any part of home
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■ This might be able to replace: motion sensors, door mat sensors and maybe the
couch sensor at the trial home.
■ Monitor gait patterns to check for degenerative diseases.
■ The main drawback to SIGSS system is that adult has to wear the shoes, anytime
that they are at home. Wearing the shoes might be difficult task for senior adults,
since they usually forget easily.

Forgetting to wear the shoes will make the data

being collected inconsistent.
The figure below shoes the diagram of the SIGSS shoe that was built at MIT.

C irc u it B o a rd s , P o w e r S u p p ly ,
RF T ra n s c e iv e r:

R e s is tiv e B e n d S e n s o r

D orsiflexion / P la n ta rflexio n
- 3 A xes o f G y ro sco p es

A n g u la r V elocity
-

3 A x e s o f A c c e le ro m e te r s

L in ear A c ce lera tio n
-

S o n a r , B o a rd to G ro u n d

D ista n c e o f fo o t a b o v e g ro u n d
-

S o n a r , B o a rd to B o a rd

D ista n ce, a n g le b e tw e e n f e e t
FSR (F o rc e S e n s itiv e R e s is to r)

S tr id e tim in g , te f t-to -r ig h t w e ig h t d istrib u tio n
PV D F (P o ly v in iy lid in e F lu o rid e )

H e el str ik e

PV D F

T o e -o ff

Canaritivm *ï«»n«or

Figure 6

Schematic of Shoe -Integrated gait sensor system.
Picture courtesy of MIT Biomotion lab
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Figure 7
Photo of actual prototype of SIGSS.
Picture Courtesy of MIT Biomotion Lab

2.2.6

On Demand Voice System

The UNLV team found the need to design an on demand-voice system that connects
the elder to caregiver for direct access if need at any particular time.
We found the voice direct 364 designed by Sensory Inc, in Santa Clara California.
Voice Direct 364 is a speaker dependent speech recognition IC. It maps system control
functions using sophisticated speech recognition technology. It uses easy to learn,
sensitive techniques, end users train Voice Direct 364, which performs speech and sound
prompting and speaker dependent speech recognition.
Voice direct incorporates and includes an analog to digital and includes analog to
digital converter, analog control signals, full automated speech prompting and
recognition (neural network recognition engine and speech and sound generator).
Sensory voice direct system is designed to operate as stand alone system or a slave
device. As a slave device it can receive and process the commands from a host controller
or CPU and returns the status information or data. Communications with the CPU is
through a 3-wire serial bus.
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Figure 8

2.3

The photo of voice Direct Device that can be install in the PC.
Picture courtesy of Sensory INC.

Mental Monitoring
Depression usually common with independent elderly can be detected early by using

healthwear technology to assist in psychological disorders. Researchers have long known
that speech activity can affected in pathological states such as depression or mania. Thus
they have used audio features such as fundamental frequency, amplitude modulation,
formant structure, and power distribution to distinguish between the normal speech,
depressed speech, and schizophrenic subjects [16]. Similarly, movement velocity, range,
and frequency have been shown to correlate with depressed mood[17].

In the past

measuring such conditions could only be done in the laboratory because of the difficulty
of carrying equipment and ambient noise. New technologies such as cell phones have the
computational power that can be used to correlate mental state. Common cell phones can
be used for more sophisticated interferences, such as the quantitative characterization of
social interactions. The ability to use such technology will help to measure the mental
function of social interactions, that will clearly reveal attitudes, emotions, and cognitive
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function[18]. A better device call sociometer was design by MIT multimedia lab

to

collect data about daily interactions with family, friends, and strangers such as;
o

The frequency of interactions?

o

The type of interactions whether it is energetic or lethargic?

IRTtanamMief

n

IP RB^nwr

Figure 9
Sociometer
Picture Courtesy of MIT Media Lab

The sociometer can be used to measure face-to-face interactions between people. The
sociometer can be an important tool to measure dynamics of elderly communication
networks. The knowledge of how people interact can be measure organizational behavior,
social network analysis and knowledge management application such as expert findings
[19].
Features of the Sociometer:
The sociometer has an IR transceiver, a microphone, two accelerometers, on board
storage, and power supply. The wearable stores the data locally on a 256MB compact
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flash card and is powered by four AAA batteries. A set of four batteries is enough to
power the device for 24 hours.
The sociometer stores information by:
•

Information about people nearby (Sampling rate of 17hz)

•

Speech information (8Khz -microphone)

•

Motion information (50Hz -accelerometer).
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CHAPTER 3

INSTALLATION AND TESTING OF SENSORS

3.1

Testing of Sensors
A well-designed sensor system should reduce the need for support personnel and

enhance elder’s quality of life by affording them more independence and allowing them
to live at home longer.
Currently most homes in Las Vegas are not designed for wired sensor networks.
Therefore there was a need to design a set of unobtrusive, reliable, and easy to maintain
wireless sensors to integrate into the everyday life of the elder.
Commercially available wireless systems initially considered by Intel proactive
Health group include: X IO ™ , B luetooth™ , IEEE 802.15.4, radios, IEEE 802.1 lb radio,
and crossbow technologies motes.

XIO™ was exempted from Intel proactive group

health study, because data could be lost due message collision since the

XIO™ did not

have positive acknowledgement protocol [1].
Crossbow technologies motes were used as our choice of wireless system because:
•

Power: The battery (AA batteries) lifespan for use is about 6 to 8 weeks. This
allows data to be collected over a long period without maintenance.

•

Computation: The ability to process sensor data and communicate with the sensor

network.
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•

Sensors: The motes are the interface between sensors and host computers. The

motes have the capabilities to measure quantities such as light intensity, acceleration,
temperature, humidity, pressure.
•

Communication: The radio link gives motes the ability to communicate with host

computers and other motes at distances up to 200ft.
•

Affordability: Motes are low cost devices, that helps to cut the overall cost of the

system to reasonably amount.

Table 1
Photo

List of sample motes and properties.

Table courtesy of Crossbow Techno ogies Inc.
Name
Frequency
Processor
Radio
Range
Transceiver
433MHz
Atmel
Chipcon
Mica2
915MHz
Atem gal2L
CCI 000

MicaZ

2400 to
2483.5MHz

Atmel
A tem gal2L

Chipcon
CC2420
(802.15.4)

Nonvolatile
Memory
Atmel
AT45DB041B

Atmel
AT45DB041B

Motes are manufactured by Crossbow Technology Inc. in San Jose California. There
are various types of motes namely Mica, Mica2, Mica2dot and MicaZ. The mote uses an
Atmel ATmega 128L processor running at 4 megahertz, measures 2.25byl.25by 0.25
inches.
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MIvlCX connector
(female)

AtmeP ATMega128
External power
connector

51-pin Hirose connector
(male)

On/Oft Switch

Figure 10
Mica2 Mote
Picture Courtesy of Crossbow Technologies Inc.

Motes are programmed using a MIB510 interface board that also uses Atmega 128
processor. MIB510 has an on-board in-system processor (ISP) to program the motes. The
code is downloaded over a serial port, and the ISP programs the code into the mote.

:nable/Dtsab(e
Tx —
Sv.'itch

R e s e t SwiîcJi

AC Wall- Povver

Oonnecbar
RS-232 S ehal Port
DB9 fem ale)

MICA2 connector-'
M1CA2DOT c o n n ec to r'^

Mote JTAG connector

Figure 11
MIB 510 Serial Programmer Board
Picture Courtesy of Crossbow Technologies Inc
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3.2

TinyOS Description
TinyOS is an event based operating system designed for power-efficient, concurrency

operation and modularity. The limited memory allocation to network sensor device,
makes it important to create software assemble components to operate with the hardware
components. TinyOS with a high degree of software modularity without load interfaces
provides a perfect fit for environmental monitoring.
TinyOS can be classified into three groups:
•

Abstractions over hardware such as clock, bit level

•

Replacement for unavailable hardware such as a byte radio component on top of a
bit radio component.

•

High-level software components performing control part application

TinyOS consist of a graphical component and two-level scheduler. A component has four
interrelated parts: a set of command handlers, a set event handlers, a frame and bundle
task[20]. To facilitate modularity, each component declares the commands it uses and the
event on a separate .comp file, which are linked to a complete application in a desc. File.
TinyOS that we used in the project had two-level scheduler. The first level contains
events and commands, and the second level contains tasks. Tasks are executed when
CPU has no events or commands to run and can interrupted by a hardware event.

Transmission of Signal Using Mica2 Motes
Initially mica2 was used for our first home in Las Vegas, because it was the only
mote sold commercially at the time that could support our network of sensors. Before
installing the mica2 motes the mote was tested for its range. We verified that the
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frequencies and other settings were correctly set, and placed the mote’s power at
maximum output.

Mote

Apps
PC -

Serial Board

Mote

Mote
Sensor Board

Figure 12
Simple mote network,
Courtesy of Terry Dishongh, Intel Corporation

The diagram gives a brief description on how motes transmit signals in basic network
system design. The mote is connected to the computer via a serial cable to serial board.
Events from either the mote (A) or Sensor (B) are transmitted to the base station of the
mote (C). The diagram of Fig. 13 illustrates the data is transfer from sensor to APPS
machine.
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APPS
From Sensors

s
I

I
?

Maintain State

%

Iz

p.

Sample Sensors

Interpret Packet

Filter changes

Route Packet

Send Packet

Receive Packet

I

Mote

&
u
"T

PC

Figure 13
Description of Mote to PC Data Flow,
Courtesy of Terry Dishongh, Intel Corporation

Open Range Test
The unit (interface MIB510 board and mica2 mote) was placed on a stool 2 feet off the
ground. The MTS 101 sensor board was then attached to the transmitter mote. This
transmitter mote sent data (sensor readings) to the base mote, and the data received on the
base mote were viewed on the notebook computer using the SerialForward Program.
The transmitter mote was then placed 3 feet, 4.5 feet, and 6 feet above the ground, and
the range at which the transmitter mote could send data was measured from several
locations on the field (in other words, the range at which the SerialForward program was
still continually displaying new data received from the transmitter mote).
The results were somewhat random, and the operating range of the mote seemed low.
For instance, when the mote was placed 3 feet off the ground, measurements were taken
at four different distances from the base. At these four points, the maximum range at
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which we still got readings varied between 52 feet, 59 feet, 60 feet and 64 feet. When the
mote was placed 4.5 feet above ground, ranges varied between 64 feet and 98 feet. When
the mote was placed 6 feet off the ground, ranges varied between 54 feet and 75 feet.

Home Range Test
The setup of the motes in this test was the same as in the open range test, except now
the test was being conducted inside a typical Las Vegas home (2350 square feet in size,
built out of wood, not brick). The base mote was placed in one of the bedrooms, while
the transmitter mote was placed in several locations inside the house. Refer to figure 14
for a schematic of the home.
The operating range obtained from this experiment seemed low. With the base mote
placed in the first bedroom (refer to figure 14), the furthest distance at which the
transmitter mote could be placed was at the outer edge of the living room. That distance
corresponded to a maximum of 33 feet. The mote also worked in the bathroom adjacent
to the bedroom. At any location beyond 33 ft (i.e. the family room, kitchen, the other 2
bathrooms, and the other 3 bedrooms), no readings were obtained. Refer to figure 14.
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Bathroom
Bedroom

Family
Room

Kitchen

Bedroom

tran sm itter m ote
d o e s n o t w o rk at
the b o u n d a r ie s o f
th is room

Bedroom

Garage
b as e station

Figure 14

b ed room 1

Home range test of Mica2 motes

The range in the Las Vegas home led to the design of a mote relay that will be placed
with a 30ft minimum range of the mote base station of the home. The mote relay will
extend the mica2 mote RF range.

Introduction of MicaZ Motes
When the mica2 motes where placed into the homes in Las Vegas, they often did not
work properly, due to the construction of Las Vegas homes, which include a lot of wire
meshing in the walls. The wire meshing was interfering with the transmission of RF
signals.
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With the problems encountered we (Intel Proactive group and UNLV team) had to
find better ways for the motes to work. There was a new mote called MicaZ that was
introduced by Crossbow technologies Inc. Intel Corporation Proactive Health group in
Hillsboro conducted a range tests on micaz, mica2 and imote to verify the most
appropriate mote for testing in home setting in Las Vegas.
The experiment was done by Intel using the configuration of the manufacturer. The
table below shows the results found by the Intel Proactive Health Group.

Table 2

Results of the radio sensors range test using the green light as a criterion.

Office
Home
Field

iMote
300 ft*
Limited ~
80%
500ft**

MICAZ
300ft*
Limited ~
30%
500 ft**

MICA2-433
300ft*
All Access
417 ft

MICA2-915
62ft
Limited ~
30%
158 A

* Limited to the size of the building.
** Beyond the published range.
Table from Intel Proactive health Group[l]

The second test was done using a black box and white Box, using green light as criterion.
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Table 3

Results of the radio sensors range test while mounted in the enclosures
using the green light as a criterion.

iMote
Office, Black Box
143 ft
Home, Black Box Limited ~
70%
Field, Black Box 500ft**

MICAZ
300ft
Limited ~
30%
500 ft**

MICA2-433
149ft
All Access
417 ft

MICA2-915
35ft
Limited ~
30%
40 ft

Office, W hite Box
89 A*
Home, W hite Box Limited ~
80%
Field, W hite Box 500ft**

300ft*
Limited ~
30%
500 ft**

300ft*
All Access

62A
Limited - 5 %

417 ft

40 ft

* Limited to the size of the building.
** Beyond the published range.
Table from Intel Proactive health Group[l]

Table 4

Results of radio sensors range tested while mounted in the enclosures with
an externally mounted antenna,

Office
Home
Field

iMote
300 ft*
Limited ~
80%
500ft**

MICAZ
300ft*
Limited ~
30%
500 ft**

MICA2-433
300ft*
All Access
417 ft

MICA2-915
62ft
Limited ~
30%
158 ft

* Limited to the size of the building.
** Beyond the published range.
Table from Intel Proactive health Group[l]

The results from Intel proactive health group show that micaZ motes were the most
appropriate for a home setting environment for monitoring the elderly. The range of
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MicaZ motes was sufficient to overcome the problem of RF signal interference with wire
meshing in the walls of the homes.

Home Testing of MicaZ Motes
When micaZ motes were tested in the home of an elder with the help of mote relays,
the RF signals were transmitted throughout the home.

bedroom
4

Bedroom
3

Family room

Kitchen

Mote Relay

liv iiia

100111

Bedroom

JT

Garage

/

neby

b a s e station

Figure 15

a ta w a s
tranmitted
throng ht out the
entire home
using a micaz
m ote with the
help of mote

Home test using MicaZ motes with the help of mote relay.
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Interference by other bodies
The major obstacle to RF signals using any of crossbow motes was found to be metal.
It is highly recommended that when placing motes in a home they should be placed away
from any metal as far as possible, to prevent absorption of RF signals with metal plates.

Sensor Selection and Placement in Elderly Home Setting Environment:

Sensor Selection:
The ability to monitor daily routine events requires very precise, affordable, reliable,
and accurate sensors. Placing sensors at uncontrolled environment, the physical
appearance of the type of sensor should be taken into consideration, to provide the
essence of invisible technology. In an uncontrolled environment the elder should see the
technology as invisible technology, thereby not affecting their daily activities.
The following is the list of sensor type and application:
Bed Sensors - Load cell applications
Chair Sensors - Load Cell Applications/Switch Sensors
Door /Drawer Sensors - Motion detectors
TV sensors - Switch sensor
Alarm Sensor - Switch Sensor
Hallway monitoring - Motion Detector
Refrigerator sensor - Switch (Motion Sensor)
Microwave/oven Sensor - Switch (Motion Sensor/Tem perature Sensors)
Car Sensor - Switch sensor
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•

Driveway Sensor - Motion Sensors

•

W ater Sensors - motion switch sensor for water flow?

•

Toilet Sensor - switch sensor (Float switch sensor /Infrared motion sensor).

The sensor list provided above was used to find sensors that suit the particular
applications.
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Figure 16

Placement of sensors in adult home in Las Vegas.
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Table 5

List of Sensors Functions and Cost Range
Function
Precision load cell
that respond to both
tension and Pressure.
Very load deflections
/High frequency
Range: 0- 20001bs
Consist
of
dual
channels that allow
for both direction and
speed to be detected.

Uses
Bed sensors
Chair Sensor

OClOO -Passive Infrared
Ceiling sensor
Range: 600sq.ft.
Cost: $79.50
Contact: 1-877-862-6299
Sharp GP2D120
Cost: $12.50
Email: sales® acroname.com

For different coverage
patterns
Adjustable
sensitivity & digital
time delay
Range: 4 to 30cm
Infrared type sensor

Driveways
Hallways
Living spaces

Motion Sensor

XIO Active Home Motion
Sensor
Price : $ 24.99

Range : 0 to 100ft

Bed Sensor

Taxtex bed sensor
$4000.00

made of pressure cells

Type of Sensor
Load Cell

Model
Model JP by Honeywell
Contact: 1-800-537-6945
W W W .honey well .com/sensing

Motion Sensor

Driveway
Door/Drawer
sensor
Refrigerator
sensor
Microwave/ov
en sensor
Ability to determine Driveway
G C Tl Pyroelectric Sensor
the
direction
of Door/Drawer
Infrared sensor
Refrigerator
Cost $46. 95 + tax Contact : movement.
Microwave
Glolab
Costumer E-mail:
Email:kits@glolab.com

Motion sensors

Motion Sensor

Motion Sensor

HOA1889
Series by Honeywell
(Infrared sensor switch)
Cost: $2.89/piece
Contact : 1-800-537-6945
www.honeywell.com/sensing
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Driveway
Door/drawer
Refrigerator
Microwave/
oven sensor
Driveway
Door/Drawer

Bed/chair
sensor

Infrared M otion Detector
An infrared motion detector was tested in UNLV lab for homes trials in Las Vegas.
The following describes installation the construction of GCTl infrared motion detector.

Brief Description
The G C Tl motion detector detects motion during daylight or at night. The G C Tl has
two primary outputs in which the voltage can be detected: flash output and shutter output.
When motion is detected, the “flash” output turns on first and shutter output turns on 100
milliseconds later. The shutter output turns on only when motion is detected.
PIR (Pyroelectric Infrared) has two connecting points that produce the sinusoidal
voltage output signal: Pins 1 & 2 (refer to figure 17 below). These connecting points
give the voltage output signal to determine what direction the hot-body is moving. The
voltage that is outputted at pins 1 & 2 is very small, within the range of 5mV to 500mV.
When tested on the oscilloscope in the Lab at UNLV, the sinusoidal output (that
determines the direction hot body is moving) was not the same as advertised by Global
(Manufactures of G C Tl).
NOTE: The sensor responds only to moving people but not stationary ones.
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BATTERY
CAMERA
FLASH

Figure 17

Schematic of G C Tl motion detector.

INSTALLATION OF GCTl WITH MOTE
First, solder the TEST mode switch with two different wires. To activate the LEDS,
the two soldered wires from the TEST mode should be joined together to create a closed
circuit. When motion is detected, the LEDS will turn on. The Fresnel lens helps the
G C Tl detect motion within a range approximately 90ft (without the Fresnel lens, motion
cannot be detected beyond two feet).
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PIR 15 2

solder to

- c =

Figure 18

soldered

]

Schematic showing connection to mini-phono jack

Next, solder pin 1 of the PIR to a black wire and pin 2 to a red wire. Connect the free
ends of the black and red wire to a mini-phono jack connector. Attach the mini-phono
jack connector to channel 1 of the Intel circuit board (the black box). Refer to figure 18
for the location of PIR.
Now, solder terminal 1 of the flash to a black wire and terminal 2 to a red wire.
Connect the free ends of the black and red wire to a mini-phono jack connector. Attach
the mini-phono jack connector to channel 2 of the Intel circuit board. Refer to figure 18
for the location of flash.
Finally, place the G C Tl inside a box. A black box with dimensions of 6 ’x 3’x 2 ’ was
purchased at RadioShack. Use a 9 volt battery to power up the G C Tl sensor.
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Figure 19

Black box housing motion detector.

NOTE: The Mote switch board is powered by a separate set of 2 AA battery whiles the
GCTl detector is power by a separate 9V battery.

Figure 20

Black Box Housing G C Tl motion detector.
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TESTING OF GCTl SENSOR
The motion sensor detected motion as a person walked by. The biggest drawback of
this device was the faet that the signal voltage was very small, so it was difficult to
determine the direction of motion.
The motion detector was found not to be appropriate for sensor for our system
application because the sensor was not able to detect even motion accurately.

Motion Light Sensor Mote Combo
A motion sensor and light sensor combo was design by Intel Corporation, to serve the
purpose detecting two events (light/motion) with one device. Initially the black box XIO
motion light sensor combo was designed by the Intel Proactive health team. But due to
numerous complaints by elders about the appearance, and its unattractiveness it was
replaced. The black XIO motion detector had range of 45m when it was tested. When the
black XIO was replaced with white XIO motion detectors, the white XIO was found to
have a range of only 5 ft. The reason was that white XIO had a small amount of copper,
titanium, and tin that was a perfect Faraday cage. When the metal was removed the white
XIO motion had a range of about 100ft.
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Figure 21

Black XIO motion light combo detector

Cone Characterization of Motion sensor (XIO Active home motion sensor)
Before the motion/light detector was placed in an elder’s home a test was conducted
to characterize the cone(range) of the XIO motion detector.
Figure 22 is a schematic of the locations where motion was detected in the
experiment. Variables are maximum detectable distances and varying angles, shown
below in red color. The experimental data associated with the five variable names are
listed in appendices A.
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Angle of A

Angle of C
XIO

Distance of A

Distance of C

Distance of B

Figure 22

Schematic diagram of cone characterization of motion sensor.

(NOTE: A, B, C are maximum detectable distances from the cone where motion was
detected.)

Setup
A motion test was conducted with the XIO motion sensor. The motion sensor was
placed 80 inches above ground in open hallway of the College of engineering building at
UNLV at night (to prevent interference from faculty and students). Using the XIO to
detect motion, the OscilloscopeRF program was programmed onto the mote connected to
the XIO motion sensor. The experiment was to find the range and angles by which
motion can be detected by a sensor. The experiment was conducted by wearing short and
long sleeve shirts. Shirts were either colored (Hawaiian shirt), black, or white.
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Figure 23

Comparison of different colors in a lighted room
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Maximum range results for the IR sensor.

The graphs show the maximum distance at which the IR sensor was able to detect
presence of a person. The maximum range decreases as the person moves to the side
(Variable ‘Angle’ (Degrees). The tests were conducted with various parameter variations,
such as clothing color variations and room illumination.
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The data presented in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 above for both lighted and dark rooms did
not show a drastic differences between the two situations. There was also not a
significant variation of maximum ranges between the types of colors in the clothes. No
major differences were observed between short sleeve shirts and long sleeve shirts. In
conclusion, for cone angles from 45° to 80°, the range decreased from -2ft to -8ft relative
to the normal orientation at distance B.

Chair Sensor/Couch pad
The chair sensor uses is a simple open/close circuit when the switch is activated. The
chair switch is attached to one of the mote channels in the white boxes, and the messages
are relayed back to the base station with the mote.

m
C h a ir

Figure 25

Chair switch

The couch pad is a pressure switch that is placed under the cushion of the couch or
chair. This switch consists of two Mylar sheets. When the two sheets come in contact
with each other (when somebody sits on the switch), the circuit closes.
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Figure 26

Couch pad

Bed Sensor
The bed sensor consists of many light sources and detectors. The pressure readings
are based on the changes detected in the light distribution along the sensor. So when a
change in the light along the sensor occurs (when someone sits or lies on the sensor), the
detectors measure this change in light. The signals from the detectors then get converted
to digital signals, which are subsequently used to compute the appropriate pressure.

Figure 27

Bed Sensor.
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Door Sensor
The door sensor is a simple magnetic-reed switch that sends a signal whenever the
door is opened or closed. This switch is attached to one of the mote channels in the white
boxes.

/
Door
Switch

Figure 28

Door Switch

Floor Mat
The floor mat sensor consists of a switch that is activated when it is stepped on. It is
attached to the mote the same way the chair switch and couch sensor are attached.
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Figure 29

Floor mat

Badge and Beacon
In addition to the various sensors infrared badges and beacons complement the
motion information received from the motion/light sensors. The beacons, which are
located on the walls throughout the house, send infrared signals. The badges, which are
worn by the elder and whoever else is in the house detect the infrared signals sent by the
beacons and send messages through a mote (located in the badge) to the base station.

f

\
B adge-

!
Figure 30

Beacon and badges
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Phone Sensor
The phone board allows the caregiver to see how often and how long the elder is
using the phone. The phone board detects caller ID messages to see who is calling. The
phone board also detects who the elder is calling, and when the phone is off the hook.

Figure 31

Phone board setup

There are also two sets of lamps in the caregiver’s home, and one lamp in the elder’s
home. The caregiver turns the first lamp on/off through the use of a key fob, causing the
elder’s lamp to turn on/off (please note that the lamp setup uses

X-10 based

technology). Refer to Figure 32. The other lamp in the caregiver’s home is turned on
whenever the elder is sitting in their designated chair (the chair sensor described
previously triggers this event). Refer to figure 33. The purpose of these lamps is to
communicate to either the elder and the caregiver the other’s presence; the caregiver
knows when the elder is sitting in the chair because their lamp turns on, and the elder
knows when the caregiver is at home because their lamp is turns on.
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Figure 32

C aregiver's

Elder's

Lan^

Lamp

In this drawing, because the caregiver is at home and has switched on the
lamp, the lamp turned on at the elder’s home.

E ld e r's
C h a ir

Figure 33

C a r e g iv e r 's
L am p

In this drawing, because the chair is empty at the elder’s home, the
lamp is off at caregiver’s home.

Finally, all of the data received by the base station, is stored in a database. It is also
displayed for the caregiver to see. Figures 32 ,33 show the GUI which communicates to
the caregiver in real time the changes of activities of the elder.
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Figure 34

GUI of a typical Network setup

Motton Detected: Blue if there is me tie n, gray if there is ne me tien

'

:

Light: Yellew if light is en, clear if light is e£f

Chair Senser: Blue if someene is en the chair, gray if the chair is empty

Bed Senser: Blue if semeene is en the bed, gray if the bed is empty

&

Phene Beard: Phene dewn (picture te the left) means phene is en
heeh, phene cp means the phene is being used.
Presence Lamp: Indicates whether the caregiver is at heme. Yellow if
the caregiver is heme, gray if the caregiver isn't at heme.

Figure 35

Description of each icon in the GUI
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3.3

Home Setup in Las Vegas

First Home Test in Las Vegas (Experimental test site)
Motion, light and load were tested in one of the rooms of the residence.

This

included using the X-10 motion/light sensor, chair sensor, and light sensors. Figure 1
below shows the web interface of one of the tests. Figure 39 shows the light as “on” in
the room. It also shows that one of the chair sensors is on (someone is sitting in the
chair).

Chair

Ran
Test in
this

Figure 36

Web interface showing test
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Figure 36 shows the regions in the residence in which the motes were tested. The
photographs in Figure 36 show the mote sensor installations at their respective locations,
and the server PC.
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Figure 37

•

Motes zones transmission

Second Installation in Las Vegas (LV2)
The tasks completed included the installation of motion/light sensors in several
rooms.

A switch was installed in one of the doors to determine when the door was

opened and closed. A sensor was placed on the couch to record when elder sat on the
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couch. A doormat switch was also placed in the garage door to record people entering
and leaving through the garage door. Finally, a presence lamp was installed, and the
purpose of this presence lamp is to turn on and off at the caretaker’s home whenever the
caregiver enters his or her home (and turns on their presence lamp). The web server
installed in the home allows other viewers to monitor the activities in their home. Refer
to figure 38 for the setup at the elder’s home.

Ider Using PC

«%..|V*

I

Doormat Switch

11
Base Station

P re s e n c e L am p

*

gg"

< ...

Figure 38

T elep h o n e Board

Location of sensors in Las Vegas’ home

NB: LV2 was unable to finish the trials due to illness.

Third Installation in Las Vegas (LV3).
A third installation was done in Las Vegas. The setup has certain similarities to the
previous installation. Motion/light sensors are installed in every room. We installed door
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switches in the living room door as well as the door to the garage to determine when the
doors open and closed. There was also a door mat on the front door.
However, there were new additions to the setup.

Six badges were developed for

everyone to use in the home, and ten beacons were installed in the rooms to detect the
badges. The elder was supposed to use one of the badges at all times so that the caregiver
could determine the elder’s location in the home.

For instance, if the elder (who is

wearing the badge) is in the living room, the beacons in the living room will sense the
badge being worn by the elder, and the caregiver can observe that the elder is in the living
room. Dive additional badges were worn by the guests. With the guests wearing the
badges while in the elder's home, the caregiver can determine their location in the elder's
home. Refer to figure 39 for the setup of the home.

^

C

<6

m o tio n

Living

Bash

M <îZisr

motion

MBoxh

Garage
m o tio n

D ining

Figure 39

Setup of elder’s home
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LV4A

Figure 40

Layout LV4

LV5A

o
A

:ô : &

Figure 41

Layout of LV5
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Sensor Network Trials in Las Vegas
From September through February, trials with the Intel Sensor Network were
conducted in three different Las Vegas homes, which were named LV3, LV4, and LV5
(LV3 ran from September to February, LV4 ran from October to February, and LV5 ran
from November to February). The setup in all three of the homes was fairly similar. We
had at least two motion/light sensors in the living room, at least one in the kitchen, and
one in the bedroom, hallways and guest room (only LY3 and LV4 had a guest room).
The motion/light sensors were always placed on the walls and in a spot where the sensor
could monitor the entire room. A floor mat was placed at the front doors (only in LV3
and LV4). A chair switch was placed in the living room chair, and a bed sensor was
placed in the elder’s bed. Door switches would be installed on the front door (in all three
homes), as well as the garage door (only in LV3 and LV4; LV5 had no garage). Finally
all three homes had phone sensors and presence lamps.
At least one beacon was placed in every room of the house (excluding the bathroom),
as well as in the hallways.

Like the motion/light sensors, the beacons were also

positioned in a location on the walls where there was nothing obstructing its view. The
elder also wore a badge around the neck at all times, to be removed only when he/she
went to bed. During the trials, we also installed a journaling computer for both the elder
and the caregiver. The journaling computer contains a user friendly program that allows
the elder to enter the contacts they had every day.
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journal entry

'm.

How long did this activity last?

O

A few minutes

®

A half hour or so

O

About an hour

O

More than an hour

How satisfying or enjoyable was this event?
Low O O O tgi O High
1 2 3 4 5
Back

Add to Journal

Figure 42
Picture Journal Entry
Picture Courtesy Of Intel Corporation

For example, if the elder receives a phone call from a friend or a visit from a neighbor,
the journaling program allows the elder to record it. The elder records the type of contact
(visit, e-mail, etc.), the approximate time and date this contact took place (such as
04/01/2005 in the evening), the approximate duration of the contact (half-hour, a few
minutes), the importance of the contact (on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest), the
name and relationship to the elder the contact had, and possibly a brief description of the
conversation. The purpose of the journal is to support the information received by the
sensors.
As mentioned previously, all of this data was stored in a database for further analysis
(sensor data was stored in a sensor database, journaling data was stored in a journaling
database.)
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3.4

Collection and Treatment of Data
The data is collected when motes of any particular sensor stores receive information

of any event(refer to figure 12 and figurel3). The event sends packets to the base station
and the packet is interpreted. The type of event stored state is maintained then send to an
apps machine. When a message is sent to apps then the variable changes state. Usually
state variables are in lOVars. State is defined as the last event on aparticular variable.
When state changes from lOVars to lOVarEvent the following occurs;
♦

When: GMT & Local Date/Time

♦

What: Name of the changed lOVar, e.g., LivingChairEmpty

♦

Type: Datatype of the value, e.g.. Boolean

♦

Value: String of the new value, e.g., “true”

For example in an event, the lOVars interface receives the messages and register it to
lOVars events, filters all but the events it wants to see. Then the event that is seen is
stored.
Example the lOVars will read the following:
"'De\'\ceVxoxyc\as>ÿ,="MotionLightSwitchesSensor"n2Lm.t="GuestBDRMotion"
mote="73S" parent="MoteBase">
<Variable name-'GuestBDRM otion" channel="0" type="Boolean" />
<Variable name="GuestBDRLight" channel='7" type="Double" />
</DeviceProxy>
<DeviceProxyclass="Moric>nL/g/zt5'wiYc/ze55'en5'or"name="UnassignedMotion"
mote="i34" ^paxeni-'MoteBase">
<Variable nam e-'UnassignedM otion" channel="0" type="Boolean" />
<Variable n a m e -' UnassignedLight" channel='T" type-'D ouble"

The above example gives an illustration on how the program is written: The number
assigned to a mote ,the type of event and the state.
From the sensor data a social index can be derived for the daily log. A graphical
computer interface shows the activity level to the elder and the caregiver. The activity
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level given gives the elder and caregiver a measure of their sociability. The following
diagrams shown the graphical interface the elder used to display their sociability

:
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Figure 43
Computer Graphical interface: Elder Activity Level
Picture Courtesy of Intel Proactive health Group

The social orbit, is a GUI on the designed to have the user(elder) as the center of the
universe. The purpose of the GUI is to have a interface, where the elder can know who is
in contact most with via phone. The social orbit, can also used by elder to keep an update
on her phone calls. Refer to Figure 44 for an illustration of the social orbit.
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sote system

Figure 44

Sociability Orbit Graphical Interface

Journal entry interface, is a storage program that stores all in coming and out going phone
calls an elder received or made for a month duration. The figure below gives an
illustration of the journal computer interface.
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journal en tries

Figure 45
Journal Entry Computer Interface.
Picture Courtesy of Intel Proactive health Group
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS

4.1

Data Storage
Information reeeived from a sensor usually in a form of a packet, it is sent to base

station. The base station analyzes the packet to verify if the packet sent is a good or bad?
If it is a good packet, it recognizes the signature of that particular packet. The signature is
plaeed on each individual mote during the design of the software interface. The software
contains a CRC (Cyclical Redundancy Check) algorithm to determine the completeness
of packets received, refer to Figure 46.
The mote is then classified into four major groups: Bed, Chair, Phone, and motion.
Based on the mote signature the information received is sent to its designated group. In
each group the address of the particular sensor is identified. E.g. the signal from the
motion detector in the Guest bedroom will be stored as:
“DeVicePvoxyc\as^="MotionLightSwitchesSensor''name-'GuestBDRMotion"

m ote="iJ5" parent="MoteBase">.”
All the information is then stored in a data log file on the hard drive of the computer.
The diagram below deseribes the process.
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Store Data File

Bed

Individual Motes are identified by
mote address

Phone

Chair

Motion

Proxy

CRC Calculate
Filter Packets
Sent to Groups

Log File

Serial Ports

Figure 46

4.2

Schematic of Data Collection in Sensor Network.

Methods of Data Analysis
Damaged sensors in an uncontrolled home environment can create false signals,

which would adversely affect sensor network findings. To have accurate and reliable
readings, we deployed multiple sensors at the same location which ensured accurate
readings. Data from neighboring sensors could easily be evaluated for correctness of
local data at a specific location. The following set of assumptions was used as the basis
for analyzing our data:
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4.2.1

Techniques for Calculating Sensor Reliability

Sensor reliability and redundancy of sensor networks are calculated primarily by
majority voting (MV), Confidence Weighted voting (CWV), and distance weighted
voting(DWV). Confidence weighted voting (CWV) is the technique that improves the
reliability of sensors of underlying data by exploiting redundant information [46]. CWV
uses neighboring data to discern the correctness of the local data, it has the capabilities of
improving the baseline reliability of most sensor network applications [45].
Distance weighted voting is defined as the sensor nearest to the point in question that
has the most accurate information. Therefore data obtained close to the target location
bears more weight in decision making when calculating sensor reliability.

4.2.2 Performance Metrics
Algorithms can measure data reliability in terms of a sensor against multiple faulty
sensors. Each sensor has a probability of failure that defines the likelihood for a sensor to
report an incorrect value. Reliability of a sensor can be defined as a correct correlation
between deployment strategy, algorithm and sensor failure rate [45].

4.2.3 Distributed Voting Algorithms
To monitor point p , an Euclidian distance is assumed for the sensor [44] [46] [47]. The
coverage is similar to an art gallery problem, which deals with the number of observers
needed to cover the entire room so that every point will be covered by at least one
observer. The area is assumed to have a coverage degree k, if every location inside A is
covered by the A:nodes.
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Sensor 1

Sensor 3

Sensor 2

Figure 47

Venn diagram of sensor coverage

Diagram Courtesy of Sun and Chen [48]

A majority voting (MV) algorithm is achieved in our sensor network by a scheme of
sensor readings gathered from neighboring sensors. Local decisions are made by majority
opinion of the data collected. For example referring to Figure 47 , A is achieved through
majority voting on results gathered on sensors 1, 2,and 3 (Because A is covered by all
sensors). Similarly a vote for B can be reached by majority voting of sensors 1 and 3.
The number of deployed sensors in the investigated area is assumed to be m. The sensors
are labeled by integers from 1 to n. Majority voting according to [48] can be calculated
as:
m

MV{x, y) - max Z
(

y):^ = 1,2

n

7=1

c _ fO : the report value from j is not i
V ”” 11; the report value from sensor j is i
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^

_r O: p o \n i{x ,y ) is not cow ered by sensor j
j X x , y ) ~ 4; p o m t ( x , y ) is cow ered by sensor j

DWV is calculated as follows:
D W y(x, y) = max ^ j ,
'

M

,5'^.

; i = 1,2.......»

‘

Where Cj(x,y) and ôÿ are the same as MV.
CWV is calculated as follows;
m
J ^i,j A j

conf(i) = ^

m

;= i
^ _ f O : ^ sensor i and j report dijferent results
Ü 4; if sensor i and j the same results
^

_ rO: if the coverage o f sensor i and j is not overlapped
h i ~ 4 ; z/ the coverage o f sensor i and j is overlapped
m

C W V { x , y ) = msLX Z c o n f ( j ) S f j C = 1,2,...n
i 7=1
Where Cj(x,y) and ôij are the same as MV.

Regardless of the coverage and sensor error rate CWV has been shown as the best
method for calculating reliability in a sensor network. For example when the error rate of
the sensor network is 40%, CWV has been know to outperform MV by 7%, 34% and
28% when the degree of coverage is 1,2,and 3 respectively. CWV has been proven by
researchers to be more resilient to sensor errors by 49%. However CWV has been shown
to require more sensors, making the cost twice as much that of DWV, and MV.
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Research has shown that higher degree of coverage can achieve better degree of data
reliability. However, higher degree of coverage requires more sensors which translate to
higher cost. In the future design tradeoff and reliability should be considered before
deploying sensors.

4.3

Sensor Performance and Analysis
The performance of each sensor was evaluated. The definition of a down time is a

period of 45 minutes or longer during which the sensor motes did not receive any
messages. The absence of a message for 45 minutes does not necessarily imply sensor
malfunction. According to our initial analysis, the daily routine of the elder must be the
most important determinant for sensor activity. After taking the daily routine of the elder
into account, the location of the sensor in the house is the second most important
determinant for sensor activity.
In evaluating the data, the motion/light detector was found to be the most effective
individual sensor working on the average 70% of the time. This rating does not yet
consider the fact that some locations are rarely visited by the elder (e.g. guest room).
When considering areas where the elder spends most of the day the motion/light detector
was reliable (e.g. 92% working in the living room).
The least effective sensor in our experiment was the phone sensor: the sensor had to
be restarted about every week. The phone sensor could not be started remotely, therefore
if we couldn’t secure an appointment with an elder the phone sensor nt be restarted for
some time.
The following figure gives a comparison of the various sensors in the Las Vegas
home.
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Performance of all three homes in las vegas
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Figure 48

Shows the comparison of various sensors in all Las Vegas homes.

Considering the influence factors cited above, the sensors are evaluated individually
in order to determine their reliability. Results from the analysis serve as a basis for
designing a redundant system that includes backup components for components with high
incidents of failure.
When the project was started, a daily systematic check was not done between the
Intel team and UNLV team. After December 12, 2004 a daily system check had began.
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The chart below shows the improvement between individual sensors for before (no
system check) and after (daily check).

LV3 Sensor Comparison before and after system error
check.
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Analysis of sensor data at LV3 (showing major failure and No failure)
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Motion Detectors LV3 (Refer to Figure 49)
For the motion sensors (MBR, Kitchen, office. Front door) the only difference before
our daily checks system and after was that we changed the AA batteries on the motion
sensors. Some of the motion sensors were not working probably because the relay was
not functionally probably, therefore the motion packet was not transmitted well to the
base station.

Bed Sensor LV3 (Refer to Figure 49)
The reason for change was initially the bed sensor work for about 3 weeks then broke
down. A new bed sensor was installed when we started our daily system check.

Phone Sensor LV3(Refer to Figure 49)
Restarting the phone sensor frequently with our daily check system resulted in a
drastic improvement in the phone sensor working percentage. This prevented frequent
phone sensor break downs(freeze).

Chair Sensor LV3(Refer to Figure 49)
As shown in the above diagram, there was no improvement in the chair sensor before
and after the daily check system was introduced. The chair sensor was introduced after
implementing our daily check system.
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LV4 Comparision of sensors before and after error check
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Figure 50

Analysis of sensor data at LV4 (showing major failure and No failure)

Motion Detectors LV4 (Refer to Figure 50)
The difference obtained in all motion detectors (guest bedroom, living room, garage
master bedroom) in LV4 was mainly due regular battery change of AA batteries.
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Bed Sensor LV4 (Refer to Figure 50)
The bed sensor at LV4 was found to be defective so it was taken out of the research in
elder’s home. Therefore there was no improvement in bed sensor before and after daily
check system was introduced.

Phone Sensor LV4 (Refer to Figure 50)
Even though the phone sensor was the most unreliable sensor the phone sensor in
LV4 seems to be the one with the least problems.

Chair Sensor LV4 (Refer to Figure 50)
The chair sensor was introduced after the daily check system was introduced, so
could not be measured with the before.
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LV5 Sensor Comparison before and after System
error check.
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Figure 51

Statistical Analysis of Various sensors in LV5. W ith and without major
failures

Motion Detectors LV5 (Refer to Figure 51)
The difference between m otion detectors in LV5 was m ainly due to changing the AA

batteries and moving the relay to more suitable place.
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Bed Sensor LV5 (Refer to Figure 51)
The difference in the bed sensor before and after the daily system error check was
placing the mote of bed sensor at suitable place away from metal underneath the bed.

Phone Sensor LV5 (Refer to Figure 51)
The improvement in the phone sensor working percentage was due to fact that, with
our daily check system we where able to restart the phone sensor frequently.

Wheel Chair Sensor LV5 (Refer to Figure 51)
The wheel chair sensor was move to suitable place away from the metal base. Moving
the sensor was able to have 5% improvement of the wheel chair sensor.
The above charts proves the ability to designing a system error check for the sensor
network will be able to drastically improve our sensor system.

4.4

Statistical Analysis of Research Questions
While the analysis of the sensor report does not give an accurate indication of the

performance of any particular sensor, the 45 minute criterion for sensor malfunction (no
message to the base station) is a measure of the sensor report.
The sensor report also can measure daily activities of the elder as determined during the
interview process with the Intel social scientist to longer term changes in the elder’s
behavior.
The sensor report helped us to compare the activities of each elder in the trials.
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4.5

Redundant System
The initial statistical analysis was done for each individual home in Las Vegas. After

the initial analysis was done, we evaluated the reliability of the sensors.
M ajor system downtimes generally were caused by the following:
1. Phone sensor being down
2. Computer crash
3. Electronic equipment (VCR etc.) interfering with motes’ RE signals in the elder’s
home.
Based on the statistical analysis of the downtimes for various sensors, we have been
able to infer which particular sensors work well, and which sensors need improvement.
Based on the analysis, a plan should be implemented for a system error check.
Possible remedies for improving system reliability include:
1. Possibly attach two motes to one sensor so that when one mote is down, the other
mote can transmit.
2. Reduce sensor size, so that two redundant sensors can be used.
3. Creating the software capability of remotely switching from one mote to the
other.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1

Di scussion of Results
The thesis describes healthcare related technologies for supporting the elder to live

independently in place. Our experiments focused on the monitoring of an elder’s
activities in the home. The information relayed to the caregiver provided assurance about
the elder’s wellbeing and thus the capability to support the elder to live independently in
place. The results presented here and those obtained by other researchers provide
evidence that wireless sensor networks are a viable option to help the retirees to age in
place.
However as identified in this thesis, limitations still exist in using a sensor wireless
network system which must be resolved before wider implementation. Our experience
with the wireless sensor system shows a need for continued R&D of both hardware and
network infrastructure. Examples of needed improvements include; phone sensor
reliability, automatic or remote system reset capability, self-checking capability in the
initial design of the sensor network. In the design of the operating software a
performance metric (measuring data reliability against varying level of faulty sensor)
should be included. To improve performance, redundant sensors and error-checking can
be installed. Unacceptable time delays were often observed between triggering signals
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and the system response. For example, the computer interface for journaling as well as
the presence lamp exhibited considerable delays between activation and the computer’s
acknowledgment. The delay usually confused the elder/caregiver while using the key fob
and laptop. In the future equipment (fast computers) with less time response would make
both the use of the presence lamp and journal logging more user friendly to the elder.

5.2

Observations
The design and operation of the user interface is perhaps the primary way the user

keeps control of the technology and their surroundings. Speech and vision are the most
natural forms of communications and are therefore should be the obvious target for user
interface. The form of the user interface should be very unique to the elder’s behavior.
Our trials made it unique to a certain extend where only elder’s relative and friends are in
their social network . But social interactions of the elder should be made to fit other
social interactions in the use of the computer interface journaling. For example LV5
played board games (solitaire, dominos) regularly but there was no interface for her to
place such journaling or even ask how she perform on the game? All the elders were also
found to be constant readers, and the interface should provide them a chance to keep a list
of the books they read and their level of interest also. LV3 was also found to be a pet
lover with two dogs, the journal should have included activities she perform daily with
her pets, and the pets pictures should also have been included on the user interface. All

the activities will also help give a better indication in measuring the elder’s sociability.
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5.3

Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study
Advancements in technologies such as gesture recognition and predictions of

movements will likely help improve the monitoring of the elderly

in a home

environment.
In future designs a badge or wrist watch could contain integrated innovative biometric
sensors. The badge or wrist could have the capabilities to measure:
■ Pulse rate including variation of pulse
■ Body temperature
■ Spatial orientation of the upper body
■ Acceleration (to infer elder movement)
■ EGG signal and possibly other medical parameters.

tpo

Figure 52

(S) ►

Design concept of SILC wrist Unit.

Figure 52 above shows a design currently under development by the SILC group in
Austria.
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Health monitoring is an important need for the elderly to independently live at home.
In the future work, a health index profile should be included in research and trials. In the
design of the health index a floor mat can be placed on the side of the elder’s bed . This
system can be recognized by badge (ID tags) that elder wears. The weight (measure by
way of the floor mat) can be use in caregiver health picture to give a better picture elder’s
health status.
As mentioned previously(section 2.2.5), a weekly assessment of change ( will help in
monitor degenerative disease that are usually associated slow movement e.g. arthritis,
Parkinson’s) can point to a need for medical intervention. The temperature of the elder
can also be made available daily to caregiver to prompt him/her of unforeseen sickness.
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APPENDIX A CONE CHARATERIZATION

Table 6
Clothing

Angle of Characterization for Motion Detector

I.
White
Sleeves Shirt

Short

Distance (ft)
B
35,34, 37

2. Colored
Sleeves Shirt

Short

33,30,27

3.Black
Sleeves Shirt

Short

29,28,27

4.W hite
sleeves shirt

Long

40,41,44

5.Colored
Sleeves shirt

Long

60,50,45

6.Black
Sleeves Shirt

Long

35,34,32

Angle (degrees)
Distance (ft)- A
A @ 45" -35,32,32
A @ 60°- 31,28,30
A @ 8 0 ° -2 4 , 23,20
A @ 4 5 °-3 3 ,3 2 ,3 0
A @ 60° - 27,27,28
A @ 8 0 °-2 1 ,2 0 ,1 8
A@45°- 29,28,26
A@60°- 26,24,25
A @ 80°-16,17,16
A @45"- 44,42,46
A@60°- 37,40,41
A@80°- 38,35,35
A @45"- 50,43,45
A @60°- 43,44,42
A @80°-40,34,36
A@45"-34,34,34
A@60°- 32,31,31
A@80°- 23,25,27

Angle (degrees).
Distance(ft)-C
C@45°-34,33, 35
C@60°- 30,30,30
C@80°- 22,21,19
C@45"-30,29,30
C@60°- 31,28,27
C@80°- 19,19,19
C@45"-27,28,27
C@60°- 25,25,24
C@80°- 16,15,16
C@45"-43,45,44
C@60°- 40,41,38
C@80°- 34,33,35
C@45"-45,45,46
C@60°- 40,41,40
C@80°- 29,35,35
C@45"-33,36,37
C@60°- 30,31,30
C@80°-25,25,25

Dark Room;
Table 7
Clothing
1. White Short
Sleeves Shirt

Cone Characterization of Motion Detector

Distance (ft)
B
36,37,45

2. Colored Short
Sleeves Shirt

29,34,35

3.Black Short
Sleeves Shirt

30,30,31

4.White Long
sleeves shirt

42,42,43

Angle (degrees)
Distance (ft)- A
A @ 45" -35,36,37
A @ 60° - 34,33,33
A @ 80° - 30,27,28
A @ 45" -34,33,32
A @ 60° - 30,28,27
A @ 80° - 22,25,24
A@45"-33,31,31
A@60°- 28,27,26
A @80°-17,19,20
A @45"- 40,41,42
A@60°- 38,38,39

Angle (degrees).
Distance(ft)-C
C@45"-35,40,41
C@60°- 32,33,36
C@80°- 28,30,36
C@45"- 32,32,34
C@60°- 27,28,28
C@80°- 25,25,25
C@45"- 36,30,36
C@60°- 25,24,24
C @ 80°-19,23,21
C@45"-42,43,43
C@60°- 40,39,38
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5.Colored Long
Sleeves shirt

45,40,43

6.Black Long
Sleeves Shirt

36,33,34

A@80"- 35,34,36
A@45"- 43,44,41
A@60°- 40,41,42
A@80°- 37,38,37
A@45"-33,35,33
A @60°-31,30,30
A@80°- 26,27,27

C@ 80°-35,34,34
C@ 45°-43,43,42
C@60°- 42,40,40
C@80°- 38,39,37
C@45°-34,33,34
C @ 60°-33,31,31
C@80°- 28,25,24
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APPENDIX B SENSOR REPORT
B .l

LV3

Sensor Report

Up down times for Mote address 105
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down

9/28/2004 23:49

12/2/2004 0:10

92240

12/10/2004 16:22
12/10/2004 17:11
48
12/27/2004 2:24
12/27/2004 8:54
390
1/14/2005 22:02
1/15/2005 8:38
636
1/18/2005 6:45
1/18/2005 8:04
79
Total up times for Mote address 105
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:06
2/9/2005 18:05
194098

UP %

51.88358458

UP% without 9/28

99.40597018

Up down times for Mote address 1065
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
9/28/2004 20:46
1/6/200514:39
143693
Total up times for Mote address 1065
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 20:46
1/6/2005 14:48
143702

Up

0.006262961

UP

100%
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Up down times for Mote address 1062
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down

9/28/2004 0:28
9/28/2004 8:37
489
9/28/2004 9:14 9/28/200417:11
477
9/28/200417:11 9/28/2004 22:59
347
Total up times for Mote address 1062
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:28 9/28/2004 23:03
1355

UP%

3.099630996

UP% 9/28

100

1/14/2005 21:54
1/15/2005 8:45
651
1/18/2005 8:09
1/18/2005 7:01
68
87
1/26/2005 2:08
1/26/2005 0:40
58
1/26/2005 8:28
1/26/2005 7:29
1/30/2005 7:00
46
1/30/2005 6:14
58
1/31/2005 11:08
1/31/2005 10:09
Total up times for Mote address 1061
Total Min between first up and
First up time
Last up Time
194094
9/28/2004 0:08
2/9/2005 18:02

UP%

UP % without 9/28

51.5734644

99.10301194
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Up down times for Mote address 179
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
12/6/2004 12:37
12/6/200413:36
58
12/27/2004 2:50
12/27/2004 8:54
364
1/14/2005 21:34
1/15/2005 8:45
671
1/18/2005 6:42
1/18/2005 7:57
75
1/31/2005 10:19
1/31/200511:18
58
Total up times for Mote address 179
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
12/2/2004 0:07
2/9/2005 18:04
100437

UP %

98.77933431

Up down times for Mote address 176
Down times m eans no m essage recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down

9/28/2004 23:58
12/2/2004 0:18
92239
12/6/2004 12:44
12/6/2004 13:42
58
12/10/2004 16:22
12/10/2004 17:20
58
12/13/2004 23:19
12/14/2004 5:43
383
12/14/2004 5:43
12/14/2004 6:32
48
12/14/2004 20:48
12/14/2004 22:02
74
12/14/2004 22:35
12/14/2004 23:25
49
12/14/2004 23:25
12/15/2004 7:21
476
12/15/2004 18:32
12/15/2004 20:14
102
12/16/2004 2:54
12/16/2004 4:22
87
12/27/2004 2:40
12/27/2004 8:54
374
1/14/2005 22:02
1/15/2005 8:41
639
1/18/2005 6:53
1/18/2005 8:13
79
Total up times for Mote address 176
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:26
2/9/2005 18:02
194075

U P%

51.22195028

UP % witfiout 9/28

98.74945253
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Up down times for Mote address 175
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
9/28/2004 16:34
9/28/200418:32
117
Total up times for Mote address 175
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:28
9/28/2004 23:54
1406

UP

91.67852063

UP % without 9/28

100%

Up down times for Mote address 132
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down

9/28/2004 23:57
12/2/2004 0:12
92234
12/6/2004 12:44
12/6/2004 13:43
58
12/15/200413:13
12/19/2004 5:02
5269
12/19/2004 8:46
12/20/2004 6:56
1329
12/20/2004 7:58
12/20/200414:30
392
12/27/2004 2:40
12/27/2004 8:54
374
1/14/2005 21:50
1/15/2005 8:53
663
1/18/2005 6:59
1/18/2005 7:58
58
1/31/2005 10:18
1/31/2005 11:16
58
Total up times for Mote address 132
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:26
2/9/2005 18:04
194077

UP%
UP % Without 9/28

48.24992142
95.7743576
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12/28/2004 13:41
12/28/2004 15:09
87
12/28/2004 17:06
12/28/2004 18:04
58
1/2/2005 19:17
1/2/2005 21:43
146
1/3/2005 5:03
1/3/2005 6:01
58
1/3/2005 6:01
1/3/2005 8:28
146
1/3/2005 12:22
1/3/2005 13:50
87
1/3/2005 15:18
1/3/2005 16:17
58
1/4/2005 8:53
1/4/2005 9:51
58
1/4/2005 15:43
1/4/2005 17:40
117
1/4/2005 22:33
1/4/2005 23:32
58
1/5/2005 2:57
1/5/2005 7:20
263
1/5/2005 8:48
1/5/2005 10:16
87
1/5/2005 13:41
1/5/2005 11:44
117
1/5/2005 14:40
87
1/5/2005 16:08
1/14/2005 16:26
1/14/2005 15:28
58
1/15/2005 9:03
1/14/2005 21:49
673
1/18/2005 8:21
1/18/2005 6:53
87
1/25/2005 13:41
1/25/2005 14:40
58
1/31/2005 10:18
1/31/2005 11:17
58
Total up times for Mote address 116
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between I
9/28/2004 9:57
2/9/2005 17:27
193469

UP%

49.56659723

UP % without 9/28

97.29672454
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Down time

Up Time

Minutes down

9/28/2004 23:38
92241
12/2/2004 0:00
12/6/2004 12:44
12/6/2004 13:43
58
12/15/2004 12:22
58
12/15/2004 11:23
64
12/15/2004 13:59
12/15/2004 15:04
87
12/15/2004 15:04
12/15/2004 16:31
12/15/2004 16:31
12/15/2004 17:40
69
12/27/2004 8:58
394
12/27/2004 2:23
58
1/14/2005 12:19
1/14/2005 13:17
68
1/14/2005 15:51
1/14/2005 16:59
677
1/14/2005 21:43
1/15/2005 9:00
58
1/15/2005 13:33
1/15/2005 14:31
58
1/16/2005 10:31
1/16/2005 11:29
87
1/16/2005
16:37
1/16/2005 15:09
86
1/18/2005 6:58
1/18/2005 8:24
58
1/21/2005 2:08
1/21/2005 1:10
47
1/23/2005 7:29
1/23/2005 6:41
58
1/23/2005 19:19
1/23/2005 18:20
58
1/31/2005 10:13
1/31/2005 11:11
Total up times for Mote address 38
Total Min between first up and
First up time
Last up Time
194103
9/28/2004 0:01
2/9/2005 18:05

UP%

UP % without 9/28

51.4257894

98.94746604
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Up down times for Mote address 29
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
1/5/2005 11:20
1/5/2005 13:47
1/6/2005 11:16
1/6/200512:14
1/8/2005 13:33
1/8/200514:32
1/9/2005 13:00
1/9/200513:58
1/14/2005 13:36
1/14/2005 14:27
1/14/2005 14:30
1/14/2005 15:33

146
58
58
58
50
63

1/14/2005 21:54
1/15/2005 8:39
644
1/18/2005 6:58
1/18/2005 7:56
58
1/18/2005 12:49
1/18/200513:48
58
Total up times for Mote address 29
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:01
2/9/200517:52
194091

UP%

UP % without 9/28

49.4742157

97.07611378

Up down times for Mote address 18
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
9/28/2004 23:35
12/2/2004 0:10
92254
12/6/2004 12:43
12/6/2004 13:42
58
12/14/200413:12
12/14/2004 14:10
58
12/16/2004 11:34
12/16/2004 12:32
58
12/27/2004 2:50
12/27/2004 9:05
375

1/14/2005 21:53
1/15/2005 8:45
651
1/18/2005 6:45
1/18/2005 7:56
71
1/31/2005 10:24
1/31/2005 11:22
58
Total up times for Mote address 18
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:27
2/9/2005 18:05
194077

UP%

51.78047888

UP % entire System

99.31522025
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Up down times for Mote address

10
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down
58
2/6/2005 2:17
2/6/2005 3:15
58
2/6/2005 3:45
2/6/2005 4:43
87
2/6/2005 5:12
2/6/2005 6:40
87
2/6/2005 7:39
2/6/2005 9:07
58
2/7/2005 2:12
2/7/2005 3:11
234
2/7/2005 3:11
2/7/2005 7:05
117
2/7/2005 7:05
2/7/2005 9:02
51
2/7/2005 11:06
2/7/2005 11:58
47
2/8/2005 8:29
2/8/2005 9:16
46
2/9/2005 7:26
2/9/2005 8:12
57
2/9/2005 16:14
2/9/2005 17:12
Total up times for Mote address 10
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
12/2/2004 0:15
2/9/2005 17:59
100423

UP%

90.22833415

Up down times for Entire Sytem
Down times means no message recived for 45 minutes
Down time
Up Time
Minutes down

9/28/2004 23:58
12/2/2004 0:00
92222
12/27/2004 2:50
12/27/2004 8:53
362
1/14/2005 22:02
1/15/2005 8:38
635
1/18/2005 7:01
1/18/2005 7:56
55
Total up times for Mote address 0
First up time
Last up Time
Total Min between 1
9/28/2004 0:01
2/9/2005 18:05
194104

UP %

UP without 9/28

51.94637926

99.4580225
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Type

Mote Address

Location

SwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
SwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MoteRelay
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor

10 LivingRoomChair
18 MBRMotion
29 FrontMat
38 KitchenMotion
105 OfficeMotion
116 Relay
132 FIrePlaceMotion
176 FrontDoorMotion

MotionLightSwitchesSensor

179 LaundryMotion

PhoneSensor
BedSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor

1060 Phone
1061 BDRBed
1062 VisBadge3
1063 LV3BBadge
1064 LV3CBadge
1065 VIsBadgel
1066 VisBadge2

BadgeSensor

1067 LVSABadge

Sensor Network

Entire System

Location
LivingRoomChair
MBRMotion
FrontMat
KitchenMotion
OfficeMotion
Relay
FIrePlaceMotion
FrontDoorMotion
LaundryMotion
Phone
BDRBed
VisBadgeS
LV3BBadge
LV3CBadge
VisBadgel
VisBadge2
LVSABadge
Sensor Network

Percentage without 9/28

Percentage

90.2
99.3
97.1
98.9
97.3
95.8
100
98.7

90.2
51.8
49.5
51.4
51.9
49.6
48.2
51.2

98.8

98.8

47.7
51.6
3.1

95.3
99.1
100

No data
No Data

no data
no data
100

0.001
no data

No data

8.87
51.9
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39.7
99.5

B.2

LV4

Sensor Report

T ype of s e n s o r

# on sen so r

P ercen tag e w orking

G uest Bedroom (M L)
G arage M otion(M L)
Living R oom M otion(M L)
K itchen M otion(M L)
M aster Bedroom(M L)
B edSensor
Front D oor M otion(M L)
PhoneSensor
Living R oom Chair
V isitor B adges (Mary)
V isitor B adge]
V isitor B adgel
LV4A badge/Elder Badge
LV4B B adge/C aregiver

138
178
140
39
101
1061
103
1060
40

G uest Bedroom (M L)
Garage M otion(M L)
Living R oom M otion(M L)
K itchen M otion(M L)
M aster Bedroom(M L)
B edSensor
Front D oor M otion(M L)
PhoneSensor
Living R oom C hair

91.1
71
88.6
89.7
80.6
52.4
77.7
82.7
82.3

P e rc e n ta g e after 12/2 w orking

91.1
71
88.6
89.7
80.6
52.4

92.4
92.6
91
91.2
80.8
52.4
80.4
92.5
82.3
0
0
58.9
42.3
28.6

77.7
82.7
82.3
0
0
0.2
18.2
0.7

1066
1065
1064
1062
1063

92.4
92.6
91
91.2
80.8
52.4
80.4
92.5
82.3

LV4 Comparision of sensors before and after error
check
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B.3

LV5

Sensor Report

T ype

M ote A d d re ss L ocation

MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MoteRelay
MotionLightSwitchesSensor
MotionLightSwitchesSensor

19
108
109
117
133
134

M o tio n L ig h tS w itch esS en so r

P e rcen ta g e o f S en so r

BarMotion
FrontDoorMotion
LivingMotion
Relay
KitchenMotion
MBRMotion

73

73.3
73.9
70
42.2
74.1

138 HailMotion

BadgeHereSensor
PhoneSensor
BedSensor
B adgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
BadgeSensor
B adgeSensor

300
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067

7 7.9

WheelChair
Phone
BDRBed
ABadge
BBadge
DBadge
KBadge
MBadge
VisBadgel

50
52.9
70.9
0.023
0
0 Doesnot Exist on the list
0.002
0 Doesnot Exist on the list
0

Before Daily Check

After Daily Check

BarMotion
FrontDoorMotion
LivingMotion
Relay
KitchenMotion
MBRMotion

73
73.3
73.9
70
42.2
74.1

HaliMotion

77.9

WheelChair
Phone
BDRBed
ABadge
KBadge
Entire System

82.2
82.6
82.9
78.4
88.5
83.3
90.2
55.3
73.3
80.5
24.3
0.002
63.6

50
52.9
70.9
0.023
0.002
74.4

LV5 Sensor Comparison before and after System error
check.
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